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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the RCS ISPALM Program is to support either inflight
or postflight analysis of the performance of the LM-RCS based on the tele-
f
metered flight data. This document is the operational user's manual which
defines and illustrates the program's usage.
In order for this program to provide meaningful information to the
user, it is assumed that basic functional knowledge of the LM-RCS and its
associated subsystem interfaces has been acquired. This program's function
is to perform those duties of aata acquisition and mathematical calculations
required for a realistic evaluation of the RCS. The RCS ISPALM Program was
designed ft,r ease of operation and modification in order to extend its useful-
ness as an engineering tool when used in reducing manual effort in the LM
flight evaluation process. The program is subdivided functionally into two
10	 areas: data acquisition and engineering calculations. The data acquisitionportion of the program selects and processes data specified by user input and
places the specified processed data values in a data bank for engineering use.
The engineering section takes this data, calculates specified results and
outputs them. A functional description of the engineering formulation is
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INTRODUCTION
Computer processing of the real time telemetered flight data on the
Lunar Module Reaction Control System (LM-RCS) described in this document
is one of the current methods that will be employed to evaluate overall
LM performance.
The RCS Integrated System Performance Analysis-LM (ISPALM) Program,
its engineering, and its processing techniques were developed by TRW Systems
Analysis Department (SAD), and the Houston Computing Center (HCC), consistent
with the technical management and information base of the Auxiliary Propulsion
Branch of the Propulsion and Power Division, NASA/MSC. Included in this
user's manual is a brief engineering formulation, program operating instructions,
and validation sample cases.
Since there will be several LM configurations flown, it will be necessary
that the RCS ISPALM Program change. It is intended that as the different LM
flights occur, a supplemental specific flight RCS ISPALM Program annex will
be published as required for subsequent program modifications. This program
document is prepared to accompany the delivery of the RCS ISPALM Program in
accordance with the agreements of Task E-63A.
9
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The problem is to develop the analytical formulations and implement
them into a computer program which is capable of processing LM-RCS telemeter-
ed data to perform overall systems evaluation in the areas of propellant
utilization, engine performance and operation, regulator performance, thermal
control, and flight mass properties.
1.1 PHYSICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The LM-RCS is the propulsion subsystem which provides automatic or
manual stabilization and control about the three referenced orthogonal axes.
In the automatic mode inertial sensors coupled with the LM Guidance computer
results in the required maneuver, while in the manual mode, man exercises
his capabilities to achieve the desired attitude.
There are 16 thrusters in 4 thrust chamber clusters (TCC) located
about the ascent vehicle of LM. Each TCC containing 4 thrusters is provided with
pressure-fed liquid propellants by two feeding systems designated A and B
respectively. Each system has an oxidizer and fuel tank, a helium pressurant
sphere, filters, regulators, check valves, associated relief and isolation
valves, propellant tank bladders to isolate and convey system pressurization,
and plumbing feed lines. Included on the system are the monitoring devices
which provide RCS status through telemetry and recording of the data for
evaluation.
1.1.1 RCS Installation Drawing
The installation figure presented show& the general locations of the
RCS components relative to each other as installed on the Ascent stage and
the thruster numbering designation which will be used by the program (see
Figure 1).
1.1.2 RCS Measurement List Table
This table shows the selected telemetered data parameterd ;which will be
utilized by the RCS ISPALM Program to evaluate RCS performance (see Table 1).
1.1.3 RCS System and Measurement Device Drawing
The overlay figure presents an integrated view of the physical components
making up the RCS Subsystem with the physical locations from which data will
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c- rABLE  1
CONTENTS OF AUXILLAO Y PROPULSION ANALYSIS TAPE
"LAS LOAD NO PEAS DESCRIPTION LOW MI6h	 UNITS
GA3001 - C-IOX ACCEL. X AXIS NO i SEES
GA3002 - C-ISX ACCEL. X AXIS NO 2 RAG/SF
GA3003 - C-16X/i ACCEL• Y AXIS NO 1 GEES
SA3003 - 0-1AX/23 ACCEL. Y AVIS NO 1 SEES
GA3004 - D-ISX ACCEL• Y AXIS NO 2 RAO/SF
&83005 - - -I-- Olr/1 --7iCCEL. ZJf P.Z- O- ^____ GEES
GA3005 - D-08X/23 ACCELP Z AXIS NO 1 GEES
6A3006 - E-14X - ACCEL. Z AXIS NO 2 RAO/SF
GF4SA2 -S 1015005 15 OUANTiTY.ASCENT TANK N01 VATFR	 000 100.0	 PER











































































S 1022048615E LU OPERATE "
	-
AP 11UP099 15 VOLTSvI6 iX RES OUTPUTP SIN
AP 1162067 15 VOLTS. I6 1 z -RFS OUTPUT. COS
-P 1201022 15 VOLTPI6 IX RFS SIN IFXPANOED)
AS 110'%036 15 VOLTSiMG 1)("R -FS OUTPUTP SIN
AS 11UP06b 15 VOLTS.MG IX RES OUTPUT# COS
-P- T2GluI6 15 VOLT . ps 	s-. OR 1 EXPA"Nui
AP 1103067 15 VOLTS.06 IX RES OUTPUT# SIN
AS 1104033 15 VOLTS -006 IX RFS OUTPUT• COS
-P 1201054 15 VOLT.06 IX RES STM EXPANDED)
-P 1104068 15 - VOLT P PITCH COU DAC OUT
-P 1102100 15 VOLTrYAw COU DAC OUT
P 1029098HISE AUTO ON
P LOYM966i'.SE -AUT8-- OFF
-P 1101065 15 VOLTr 1 X 9
 TPANS COD
S 5101032HI%.L APS ON
S5101032615E ABORT STAGE
-p 103709. r	 _._. - -
P 102Q09861SE OPS 04
-P 1/1351005 15 VOLT c AtiUAL THRUST CHO
-S 1104035 15 VSLTPPITCH GOA POS LRET/ERT)
-S 1104036 IS - - VOLTiROLL oA' POS (FIT/AET)
P 1029098FISE PITCH TRIM FAIL
F l"ZmU98t 15t HULL TRIM FAIL
-S 1103036 15 VOLTvAUTO THRUST CMO
P 22010bbAiRE JET DRIVER 4U OuTPO
P 220100bAl5c JET DRIVER 40 OUTPUT
P 220100bC15t JET DRIVER 4F OUTPUT
P 220100bM SE JET DRIVER 4S OUTPUT
-P 270106FISE JET UWIWP 3U QUTPur--- 	 - --
P 220100bFiSt JET DRIVER 30 OUTPUT
Q 220100bG1SE JET DRIVER 3F OUTPUT 	 -
P 220100bMISE JET DRIVER 3S UUTPuT
P 2201007AISE JET DRIVER 2U OUTPOT
P 2POI007RISE JET DRIVEL 20 OUTPUT
P 
- 0 UTPOT-















































GM1430 P 2201007EISE JET DRIVFR lU OUTPUT  OFF ON	 PILEVEL
G)+14'31" --P-' +IIF IV	 v	 - (WV ON	 B I LEVEL
GH1432 P 2201007615E JET DRIVER IF OUTPUT OFF ON	 BILEVELOH1433 P 2201007RM JET URI'VE"k FS' OUTW_ OFF ON	 BILEVEL
GM1461 -S 1105067 15 VOLT ► YAW RG SIG( * 89C) -3.5 3.5. VOLTS
GH1462 -S 1105099 15 --VOLT•PITCF - RG SI6t:5KC) -3.5 3:5	 VOLTS
GH1463 -P 1105034 15 VOLT•ROLL RG SIG( . .BKC) -3.5 3.5	 VOLTS
GMIFOA P 103709BEISE AUTO MODE OFF ON	 BILEVEL
GM1609 P 103709801SE ATTITUDE HOLD OFF ON	 BILEVEL
GM1F21 P 102QO98DISE AGS SELECT OFF ON	 BILEVEL
GM1A96 P 1037098CI5E UAB'ALAWD -
 CUES NO YES	 BILEVEL
GPU001 -S 1046101 15,PRESS ► HE SUPPLY TANK N01 0.0 4000.0	 PSIA
-t;"002 —S 1u2 r0u5 25 Wbg .	 - --	 ..... _	 0:0 _ y66u_.1 -_ p31W_
GF'u025 OP 1010069 15 PRESSPPEG OUT MANIFOLD 0.0 300.0	 PSIA
GPO201 -S 104069 -13 TEMP HE SUPPLY TANK N01 -260.0 20010	 DEGS
GF'u?02 -S IOOPO05 15 TEMP•ME SUPPLY TANK NO2 -200.0 200.0 DEGS
GPO501 - E-EXX-72 PRESSiFUEL TANK T ILLAGE PSIA
GF'u718 -S 1044037 15 TEMP•FUEL TANK FUEL AILK 2000 120.0	 DEGS
603603 -S 1021037 15 AUANTITY•FUEL TANK NO 1 0.0. 95.0	 PER
G03604 -S 1019005 IS fWANTITY•F11EL TANK NO 2 000 95.0	 PER
604103 -S 1031005 15 QUANTITY•OXID TANK NO 1 000 95.0	 PER
604104 -S I0460II5 75 DU	 •	 -TANK-NO 2' 000 95.0	 PER
SMI065 -P 1042069 15 QTY•PROPELLANT SYS A 000 100.0
	 PER
GR1095 -P 1030069 15 OTY•PROPFLANT SYS 8 000 100:0	 PER
GR109W _-S - _"4?10T'MTEMPi3URFACE -WE' TANK SYS 'B - 20.0 12000	 CE65
GR1101 -S 1042005 15 PRESS•HELIUM TANK A 000 150040	 PSIA
GK 1102 -S --- 1(13P I . .	 TAW 'N 0.0 3800.0.	 PSIA
GR1202 -S 1037005 15 PRESS•ME RFGULATOR b OUTPUT 0.0 350,0	 PSIA
GFt2121 -- WP- r	 * -	 --. .. -70 .0 -0- -__ -Ito *1 	 TIES
GH2122 -P 1020037 15 TEMP•FUEL TANK 8 20.0 12010	 DE85
GK2201 - --F - 5-PNESSPA FUEL RNPED -	 - 0:0 3500'0	 PSIA
GR2202 -T 2201011 15 PRESS08 FUEL MNFLD 0.0 35000	 PSIA
GK3201 - - T'- 2201014-IS  0 14NFLD 000 330;0	 PSIA
GR3202 -F 2201013 15 PRESS•8 OXID MNFLO 0 .0 350;0
	 PSIA
GR4323 - 0-EXX-61 YEMPrTCA FOEL INLET•PR : 3A SURF DEGS
GR4326- -"'II=EXX-ZT --TEW#TCA FUEL TNLETIPR 20 SURF DEGS
GR4327 0-EXX-62 TEMPrTCA FUEL INLET # PR 1-A SUPF DEGS
GK4424 -. --&v- -- -	 -	 - - TLWI
 i ICA-OXIIJ INLET-*PR3"UPF DEGS
GR4435 - C-14X-87 TEMPrTCA OXID VLV NO3S SURF DEGS
- -	 -
,	 •- - -	 - - --- -- - ---CGS
GH4448 C-14X-88 TEMPrTCA FUEL VLV N0.1D %URF DEGS
GR4570 UaLXX=Sb_ _ TLMFPTCA INJECTOR` WEAD' W04D `DEGS
GR4571 - O-EXX-58 TEMPrTCA INJECTOR HEAD N04F DEGS
G"4573 - -	 =83 TEMP•-TCA- IROCTUK' HEAD NON DEGS
GN4577 - D-EXX-77 TEMPrTCA INJFCTOR MEAD NO2U DEGS
15m-
GN4582 - 0-EXX-78 TEMPrTCA INJECTOR MEAD NOID DE65
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Table 1
CONTENTS OF AUXILLARY PRnPULSION ANALYSIS TAKE (CONTTNUE0)
MLAS LAAn NO	 MEAS DESCRIPTION IOM HIGH	 11NITF
AY 4 9; A 3 D',M4m74 .... .T-EMP - TCA .. IWjrCYJ)W-NE'$b hAlf - DECS
6pbn12 - C-EXX-U6	 PHESSrTCA FUEL INLETrPR 48 PSiA
GR5013 - C-EXX-OA	 PRESSr TCA FU1`LANLtVrPR SA PSIA
6k5014 - E-EXX-29	 PRESSrTCA FUEL INLETrPR 18 PSIA
GkbO15 - E-04/23	 PRESSgYCA FUEL INLFT•PR PA PSIA
ckyni6 - C-EXX-26	 PHESS•TCA F_UFL INLF_T.PR PO
-GRbnl7 -	
..
-	 -2A	 PH	 S•T^i^ ^UFL I^LET.PR
.. 'A _—	
- PSIA
6k501R 0-OgX/23	 PHESS•TCA FUFL INLFT.PR 18 PSIA
GR5n19 - E-EXX-30	 PHLrSSrTCA OXTO INLETrPR 4A PSiA
GK*020 - E-EXX-31	 PHESS.TCA OXID INLETrPR 48 PSIA.
GK5021 - E-EXX-32	 '0K SS•TCA OXID INLEZ.PR 3A PSIA
Gkb022 - C-LI X-48	 PKESS . TCA OXIO INLETrPR NO  PSIA
GR 502 3 - -E-15x7'- P- REP`• TZ'E-a^t`I^` DL^'lii XP ?!^ _ PSIA
GRb02 4 - E-EXX-51	 PRESS ► TCA OXID INLETrPR 08 PSIA
GRb025 - E-EXX=52	 PRESS.TCA OXIO•INLET.PR to PSIA
Gkb026 - C-OQX/23
	
PHESS•TCA OXID INLFT.PR 18 PSIA
Gkbn31 - A-06C	 PRESS.THRUST CHAMBER NO 4U PSIA
Gk5032 - A-Of+C	 PHESS•THRUST CHAMBER NO 40  PSIA
CR5033- - -	 PRESSiTiiF^QRT-^ Fla 4 PSIA
GHb034 - E-06X/23	 PHESSrTHRUST CHAMBER NO 4S PSIA
GR5035 - A-01C	 PRESSrTHRUST CHAMBER NO 3U PSIA
GR5036 - A-01C	 PHESSrTHRUST CHAMBER NO AO PSIA
C-	 GRb037 - 0-I'W123	 PRESSPTHRUST - CHAMBER OF 3F PSIAGRbn38 - E-07X/23
	
PRESSrTHRUST CHEMBER OF 5S PSIA




Gkbn40 - D-12X	 PHESS.THRUST CHAMBER NO PO PSIA
GR5 041 - C=if7C/23--1sRE5^+iTitUST CH ► HER OF ?F' PSIA
Gk5042 - E-07X/23	 PRESS.THRUST CHAMBER OF PS PSIA
,;RbO43 - -A-'077C	 °-	 PRESS. THR-UST * 'CHAIWWR NO t U PSIA
,R^044 - A-07C
	
PRESSrTHRUST CHAMBER NO 1D PSIA
695DUS ._ ._C=17M7[ 3	 PKESS FTHRUSTZ`FiI►^ BEi^'jiib
GR5046 - E-06X/23	 PRESSrTHRUST CHAMBER NO.TS PSIA
GR6001 -P . IW"005 M TEMP • -QUAD ' CLUSTER 'NO 4 ?0 6 0 200.0	 DEGS
Gk002 -P 1010005 15 TEMP•QUAD CLUSTER NO 3 P0.0 200:0	 DEGS
GRbn03 -P -"22II8'5--1T+	 EMP•iiU710 CIUSTER N^ 'Z -	 ?O.0 200;0	 OEGS
Gkb004 -P 1n23005 15 TEMP•QUAO CLUSTER NV 1 2010 200
6_
: 0 	DEGS
GRg . _--OPTRr Z`C	 - 9-IL VEL
GH9610 S 102709SE15E RCS MAIN A CLOSED OPEN CLO	 AILEVEL
CR96 11 S 1V27D98015E- ASC -FEED A --bPEN--v -	 ^ - ~-- - -- CL15 MEN	 BILEVEL '
GNV612 S 1023098C15E ASC FEED 8 OPEN CLD OPEN	 AILEVEL
GR9613 S IQ	 A7B^FE'ED typF^ _ — - CLU*- --6PEN	 A ILEVEL
GH9661 P 104009OH15L 4A ISOLATION CLOSED OPEN CLD	 AILEVEL
C'R9T6^--F' Q - ._ .GFTW Z`L-6 	 -AILEVEL 
Gk9663 P 104A09uF15E 3A ISOLATION CLOSED OPEN CLD	 BILEVEL
CR9664 P 104"98EI5E 38 ISOLATION -CLOSED-- _- -	 - -- OPEN CLO	 BILEVEL
(,Ikg 6t-c) P 104AO98CISE 28 ISOLATION CLOSED
 OPEN CLD	 AILEVELC,R9667 P IIIUM '098A15E - J-V I-SOLATIOW-CL-05M OPEN CLD	 AILEVEL-
GR9665 P 104RO98DISE 2A ISOLATION CLOSED OPEN CLD	 BILEVEL
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1.2 METHOD OF SOLUTIONt The RCS ISPALM Program has been developed based on the data processing
requirements and the desired NASA/MSC evaluations which make up an overall
evaluation of the LM-RCS. Because of the nature of an overall performance
evaluation, the analytical formulations characterizing the RCS status have
been divided into the following general categories:
1. Propulsion Ascent White Sands Test
Series #1 Characterization
2. Flowrate, Burn Time














These analytical categories comprise the evaluation requirements which for
the purpose of terminology will be referred to as "program." The word
"processor" will be construed as the software implementation of one or
more of the above categories. Development of the ISPALM Program has
followed the above general subdivisions and each carries the acronymic de-
signation shown in the parenthesis. The resultant program becomes an inte-
grated multifunctional software tool which can calculate each function
separately as a processor or together as a program, depending on a flag se-
lection by the user.
1.2.1 LM-RCS Evaluation Description
The general categories which make up the Reaction Control System evalua-
tion formulations are the following:
PA-1	 Formulation to determine RCS engine performance
from integrals of the inlet and chamber pressure
data over the firing time of each pulse.
FRBT	 Ideal performance characterization obtained by
regression analysis of the RCS acceptance test
data, e.g., Performance Parameter - f (electrical
on time of pulse).
PVT	 Pressure, Volume, Temperature determination of the
propellant quantity remaining in a storage tank.
VEDY Six-degree of freedom vehicle dynamics formulation





A mass properties formulation that gives the mass
properties of the LM from dry mass properties
and fluid remaining in the various LM tanks.
HELK	 A PVT formulation that calculates initial and
final helium mass over a specified time span
to determine helium leakage.
The Data Processor formulation is divided into the following categories:
LQF	 Least squares curve fitting of data.
STATT	 Statistical evaluation of data.
INTEG	 Numerical integration of data.
DRIVER
	
Data tape processing package.
BOLEAN	 ISPALM logical control program.
All the expected flight data which the analytical formulations are able
to accept will be processed by 1108 computer. The evaluation output is a
data bank magnetic tape or a printout. Any variable in any evaluation cate-
gory can be obtained by the user by specifying the proper variables described
in Section 3, Input and Output Procedures.
1.2.2 Analytical Formulations,
The engineering formulations of the seven evaluation categories are
presented as engineering equations which are used to evaluate the LM RCS
Propulsion System Performance. This section does not show all the detail
used in programming the separate engineering formulations into a program.
The equations give a synopsis of each processor's formulations to show the
user the engineering considerations which operate on the data to form the
performance evaluation. For the definition of terms used in the equations
given in the following sections see the appropriate category of Section 3.1,
Input/Output Information For Each Functional Category.
1-12
1.2.2.1 PA-1 Formulations
This routine utilizes steady-state propulsion system flow equations as
quasi-steady-state solutions of pulse performance (Reference 2). 1,ropellant
density equations were added for N 204 and (50/50) Uri/Hydrazine.
PA-1 Steady State Equations




Note: Four manifold or eight inlet pressures are available
for items (b) and (c).
2) Divide each of the integrals by the electrical on time (teon) to
obtain
a) PC (16 values)
b) PIP (16 values)
c) PH (16 values)	 c.f. section 2.2.2
3) Compute 16 flows from:
1/2___ __ 1/2
140, - KOi (SG)	 (PIO - PC) i 	(i - 1, 16)
wFi - KFi (SG) 1/2 (PIP - PC)1/2 	(i - 1, 16)
4) Compute total propellant consumption from:
WO 
	 0i x t eon i
WFi a 
wFi X teoni
5) Compute thrust from
F  - CF  X PCi X AT
6) Compute
C* PC  X AT  X gc
i -	 WTi
(i - 1, 16)
(i - 19 16)
(i - 1, 16)
WTi - WOi + WFi
gc - 32.174 . (i - 1, 16)
1-13
7) Compute total impulse from
IT  - 1.0431260 IPC idt + 0.1569234
	
(i - 1, 16)
Store ITi , Fit WOi , WFi , PC, C in performance matrix.
Note: Specific gravity is given as:
P - 
EXP (A + BX + CX2
Y
^.1
(i - 1, 16)
540
X ' (T + 459.69)







T - propellant temperature, *F (assumed equal for oxidizer and fuel)
- GR 2121 T for thrusters 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15







The FRBT formulations are based on the performance parameters mixture ratio,
specific impulse, thrust, flow rate, total impulse, and propellant consumed as
functions of electrical on-time. These relationships were developed from data
generated during the engine qualification tests conducted at the Marquardt Corporation.
The coefficients required for the polynomial curve fits for total
impulse (IT), specific impulse (ISP), and mixture ratio were determined
using "OMNITAB" routines. The equations are:




2) ISP - 278.14 - 4.2257 t + 2.54003 x 10-1 t2 - 1.08899 x 10-2 t3
+ 1.9704 x 10-4
 t4 - 1.22979 x 10-6
 t5
a - 0.093377	 Where t	 1
t
-	 eon
3) MR - 2.05232 - 1.063282 x 10 2 t + 6.024737 x 10-4 t2
s
	
- 2.067306 x 10-5
 t3 + 2.6910646 x 10-7 t4 - 1.162644 x 10-9 t5
The data Drcvided by
 these volvnomial curve fits should be sufficiently accurate
for present program execution. The user can change these values by card input of
the CD (mnomonic) program array if more accurate curve fits (indicated by the given
sigmas) are desired.
4) ITi
 = PN1 (t eon ) + Xi
5) ISP - PN 2 t 1	 + Yi
eon





Ten degree polynomial, whose
coefficients are input. Xi.
Yi , and Zi are correction
factors available for each via
card input.
IT = Total impulse for pulse
ISP - Specific impulse (avg) for pulse
•
	
MR - Pulse average mixture ratio
Compute for each thruster pulse.
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1) WT	 ITISP
8) WF -	 wwr(MR + 1)
9) WO = (MR)(WF)










The PVT equations were obtained
	 from Reference 1 and modified to incorporate
a density equation for the fuel blend comprised of a 50/50 mixture of UDHH
and N2H4 . Provisions can be added for estimating the helium source tempera-
ture whenever these measurements are not available. Because the following
formulations are based on the pressure-volume-temperature equations of state
for a gas and are used in conjunction with the law of conservation of mass
(leak free system) to determine propellant quantity, the formulations hold
equally for the RCS and the Ascent Propulsion System (APS of the LM).
Propellant Density (lb/in3)
1) PFLI = 4.23574 x 10-2
 - 1.8426 x 10-5
 TFI + 2.131532 x 10 -7
 PFI + DFDENS
2) POLI = 7.60141 x 10-2
 - 4.5.5 x 10-5TOI + 4.046281 x 10-7POI + DODENS
TFI = Measurement ID GR 2121 (or GR 2122) + 459.69
DODENS, DFDENS = Bias correction to density equations, Win 3
TOI = TFI
PFI = Measurement ID GR 2201 (or GR 2202)
POI = Measurement ID GR 3201 (or GR 3202)
3) VOUI = VO - WOTAPOLI
where VO = oxidizer system volume (in3)
WOTA = weight of oxidizer tanked
POLI = Fquation 2
4) VUFI = VF - PFLI
where VF = volume of fuel system
WFTA = weight of fuel tanked
PFLI - Equation 1
5) VHI = VHNOM [1 + (PHI - PA) Expan] 3 + VHL
where VHOM = nominal volume of helium tank, in 
VH,, - volume of helium line from tank to regulator (card irput)
Expan - tank expansion factor, psi-1 , D/4tE
PHI - initial helium bottle pressure, psia, use measurements









^16.594 - 73676b) POW - e 	TF I	 I-
7) AI - 61.489TSI - 9567.6
BI - 21345.1 - 78.803TSI
CHI - 16.995 X TSI - PHI - 11761.6
CDFI - 16.995 X TSI - PFI + PFVI - 11761.6
CDOI - 16.995 x TSI - POI + POVI - 11761.6
where TSI - measurement TD GR 1089 (or GR 1099) + 459.69
PHI - defined in equation 5
PFI - initial fuel manifold pressure (GR 2201 or GR 2202)
POI - initial oxidizer manifold pressure (GR 3201 or GR 3202)
1/2
8) ZHI = -BI + [BI2 - 4AI CHI]2AI
1/2
ZDFI = -BI + [BI2 - 4AI CDFI]2AI
1/2
ZDOI = -BI + [BI2 - 4AI CDOI]2AI
9) GI = PHI VHI + PFI - PFVI X VUFI + POI - POW x VUOIZHI	 ZDFI	 ZDOI
where PHI = see equation 5
PFI - see equation 7
POI = initial oxidizer manifold pressure (GR 3201 or GR 3202)
Prior equations are solved at t - 0 to determine the boundary conditions
using initial values. In the subsequent analysis, these same equations are
used, slightly modified, using current values.
10) PFL - use equation 1
11) POL - use equation 2
12) PFV = use equation 6a
13) POV = use equation 6b
14) PRO - PO - POV
PO - GR 3201 or GR 3202
15) PHF - PF - PFV




[B? - 4A CHF11/216)	 ZHF
M
2A See equation 7
1/2
-	 ZHO B
B22-B +	 - 4A CHO






Z.. + [2A - 4A See equation 7
17)	 VHT = use equation 5 with current values
18) WOUT - WOTA - VOTR X POL
where WOTA = tanked oxidizer
VOTR = volume of trapped oxidizer.
POL = equation 11
19) WFUT = WFTA - VFTR X PFL
where WFTA = tanked fuel
=.	 VFTR = trapped fuel
PFL = equation 10




where PHO, PHF = equations 13 and 14
POL, PFL = equations 10 and 11
pf ZHO, ZHF - equation 16
MR1 = mixture ratio of propellant expended (card input)
(b) VH = VHT (see equation 17)
1 	 PH X "M PHF X VUFI  PHO X VUOI21) WFE _ L 
( TS
TSI X GI -	 ZH -	 ZHF	 ZHO
where L = equation 20a
TS = GR 1089 (or GR 1099) + 459.69
TSI = initial value of TS
GI - equation 9
PH = GR 1101 or GR 1102
VH = equation 20b
ZH, ZHF, ZHO - equation 16
PHO, PHF equations 13 and 14
VUOI, VUFI - equations 3 and 4
22) WOE _ (MR1) X WFE
	 (WFE - equation 21)
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23) (a) WPE - WFE + WOE
(b) WOD - WOUT - WOE
(c) WFD - WFUT - WFE
where WFE - equation 21
WOE - equation 22
WOUT - equation 18
WFUT - equation 19
Now determine a value for WFU in the following manner.
24) (a) IF O >_ WFD, then WFU - WFDMR2
(b) IF=S < WFD, then WFU WMR2
where MR2 - expected mixture ratio for the remainder of the flight
(card input)
25) (a) WPU - (1 + MR2) x WFU
(b) WOU - MR2 x WFU
Whenever source temperature (GR 1089, 1099) is not available, then the
following equation should be used utilizing GR 1085 or GR 1095, respectively.
T(°R) - 144P E K - K3
2	 1
where P - GR 1085 or GR 1095 in psia
T - Estimation of Tsi in °R
E - Propellant quantity in volts
K1 = 1.30167 x 10-2
K2 = 4.80869
K3 - 1.21022 x 10-4
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1.2.2.4 VEDY Formulations
The vehicle dynamics formulations described in this section provide a
method of deriving the thrust of the individual LM RCS thrusters by analysis
of the vehicle dynamics using on-board measurements. The measured linear
acceleration rates are combined with rotational acceleration rates to form
two sets of simultaneous equations. The first set includes the torque about
the vehicle X-axis and the forces normal to the X-axis. The second set
includes the torque about the Y and Z-body axes and the force along the X-axis.
The first set allows computation of the output of thrusters that are aligned
normal to the X-axis; the second set allows computation of the output of
thrusters aligned with the X-axis.
The solution allows for any number of jets to be operating. The general
logic is set-up for the solution of two (2) sets of three (3) simultaneous
equations by matrix methods. Fill-in and redundant formulations are used
when 1 or 2 and 4 jets are operating in a given axis system. The fill-in
Formulations are required to prevent the inverted coefficient matrix from
becoming indeterminant. The redundant routine provides for multiple solutions
using the current thrust values and for averaging the resultant solutions to
provide the calculated thrust values.
The mass properties used in the dynamics equations are derived for each
period of RCS activity using inputs from the PVT and DP subroutines which compute
the weig'hts of propellants remaining. The position of the propellants in the
tanks is based on the load factor for each of the tanks and the resultant
acceleration direction. This information is supplied by this subroutine to
the mass properties subroutine.
The flow chart of the basic interrelationships of the individual operations
that derive the RCS thrusts are shown in Figure 3 at the end of this section.
After the simultaneous equations are divided into two independent systems,
the notation of the jets is c •anged into two sequentially numbered systems to






















The jet on-off switches are redesigned as follows:





















The individual terms of the matrices that make up the equation to solve
for RCS jet thrust are determined in this routine. The matrix equation is
[EFM] _ [C][T]
(3 X 1) _ (3 X 8) (8 x 1)
The [EFM] matrix contains the forces and moments for each axis system. The
last calculated values for unknowns in redundant solutions are also included in
these terms. The [C] matrix includes the moment arms and thrust direction
modifiers for the [T] matrix which contains the unknown thrust terms.
The terms of the matrices are as follows:
P Axis [EFM]
EFMll - L + TC1(Y3) (SL1) - TC2 (Z4) (SL2) - TC3 (Y7) (SL3) - TC4 (Z8) (SL4)
- TC5(Yll)(SL5) + TC6(Z12)(SL6) + TC7(Y15)(SL7) + TC8(Z16)(SL8)
EFM21 - TC2(SL2) + TC4(SL4) - TC6(SL6) - TC8(SL8) + FY
EFM31 = FZ + TC1(SL1) - TC3(SL3) - TC5(SL5) + TC7(SL7)
Q, R-Axes [EFM]
AM	 EFMll - M + TC1(Zl) (SI.1.) - TC2(Z2) (SL2) + TC3(Z5) (SL3) - TC4(Z6) (SL4)
+ TCS Z9 SL5 - TC6 Z10 SL6 + TC7 Z13 SL7 - TC8(Z14)(SL8)
EFM21 = N - TC1(Yl)(SL1) + TC2(Y2)(SL2) - TC3(Y5)(SL3) + TC4(Y6)(SL4)
- TC5(Y9)(SL5) + TC6(Y10)(SL6) - TC7(Y13)(SL7) + TC8(Y14)(SL8)
EFM31 - TC1(SL1) - TC2(SL2) + TC3(SL3) - TC4(SL4) + TC5(SL5) - TC6(SL6)
+ TC7(SL7) - TC8(SL8) + FX
P-Axis [C]
Cll = -Y3 C21 = 0 C31 - -1
C12 = +Z4 C22 = -1 C32 = 0
C13 = +Y7 C23 - 0 C33 - +1
C14 = +Z8 C24 = -1 C34 = 0
C15 = +Yll C25 = 0 C35 = +1
C16 = -Z12 C26 = +1 C36 = 0
C17 - -Y15 C27 - 0 C37 = -1




C11 - -Z1 C21 - +Yl C31 - -1
C12 - +Z2 C22 - -Y2 C32 - +1
C13 - -Z5 C23 - +Y5 C33 - -1
C14 - +Z6 C24 - -Y6 C34 --+1
C15 - -Z9 C25 - +Y9 C35 - -1
C16 - +Z10 C26 - -Y10 C36 - +1
C17 - -Z13 C27 - +Y13 C37 - -1
C18 - +Z14 C28 - -Y14 C38 - +1
The 8 x 1 [T] matrix requires no further expansion.
The (SL) terms in the [ EFM] matrix are used for redundant solutions.
The terms are nulled in the counter routine prior to selection of.­ a solution
method. The redundant solution routine sets the value to 1.0 for the assumed
thrust value in each of 4 solutions in turn. The EPM matrix represents the
measured telemetered data converted to the forces and moments of the LM space-
craft. The following equations show how they are formulated.
1) Compute derivatives of measured P, Q. R (rad /rec) rotation rates






2) Compute the X axis acceleration and find effect of X-c.g. shift
of fluid in number of tanks considered for mass properties.
ACCTXi
 - ACCX - (1/32.174) (1/12) [ (XT^ - XA) (Q 2 + R2^
+ (YTi - YA) (P (Q) -RDOT) . + (ZTi





-	 ACCX - Linear "X" acceleration






ZA	 in LM - Coordinates
3) Compute the linear accelerations of the three axes from measured
ACCX, ACCY, ACCZ.
XDDOT - ACCX(32.174)-(1./12.)[(XCG-XA)(Q2+R2)
+(YCG-YA)(PxQ-RDOT) + (ZCG-ZA) (QDOT+PXR)]




4) Compute the forces and moments for each axis system which make up
the [EFM] matrix
FX - MASS (XDDOT)
FY - MASS (YDDOT)
FZ - MASS (ZDDOT)
L - LCG
M - MCG + (XP-XCG) (FZ)(1./12.)









5) Compute the moment arms from data input of XP, YJ j , ZJi (j-1-16)
YY -(YJi - YCG) (1. /12. )
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1.2.2.5 MASS PRO Formulations
aThe Mass Properties formulations considers the spacecraft as having expendable
and non-expendable mass. All non-expendable mass items can be considered collec-
tively as one, and the expendable items separately by a Prop code designated 21
through 31. The user can treat mass property events (such as staging or removal
of a crew member from the spacecraft) as negative mass non-expendable items since
the LM mass properties are the summation of all the individual expendable and the
'__	 collective non-expendables. In the expendable category the least X-station formula-
tions place the expendable mass in the most negative X position within the container
when an X-axis acceleration causes a shift of the expendable items. All results
are in LM-Coordinates-
1.2.2-5
-1.	 Equation Sets - Least X Station
The following equation sets are to be used to calculate the mass prop-
erties of the indicated items when the weight is given, and the fluid
C.G. is assumed to be at the low end of the tanks. (least X station.)
1) IX/Ascent Fuel - Prop Code 21




Ixx = -.36310971E-01 + .13338970E-02W + .19391702E-05W`
-.62529461E-09W3
Iyy = Izz 
-.35499424E-01 + .89666135E-03W + .782546123E-06W`
+ .22598471E-10W3
2) LM/Ascent (bddizer - Prop Code 22




Ixx = -.59674799E-01 + .13387123E-02W + .12089914E-05W
- .214372337E-09W3
Iyy = Izz = -.50315809E-01 + .68887222E-03W + .49824974E-06W2
+ .65675445E-llW3
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3) IM/Descent Fuel Positive Y Prop Code 23





Ixx = -. 99594951Ff-01 + .19500052E-02W + . iO'/04315E-05W2
- .25573546E-09Wj + .13785340E-13W4
Iyy = Izz = .54411888E-02 + .17026676E-02W - .45452,490E-05W2
+ .52687877E-OSW3 - .81926266E-12W4
4) lWbescent Fuel Negative Y - Prop Code 24
X = .12738810E 03 + .19024143E-01W - 	 2
+ .29277965E-08W3 - .34101765E-12W4
Y = 54.0
Z=0
Ixx = -.99594951E-01 + .19500052E-02W + - E`7(;4315E-05W
- .25573546E-09W3 + .13785340E-13W,
Iyy = Izz = .54411888E-02 + .17026676E-o2W - .45452490E-05W2
+ .52687877E-08W3 - .81926266E-12W4
5) IN/Descent Oxidizer Positive L - Prop Code 25
X .12736045E 03 + .119284 ?3E-01W - . 3 5104'? 6 3E-05W2
+ .72899576E-09W3 - .53568166E-13W4
Y=0
Z =54.0
Ixx - -.15452588E 00 + .19224920E-02W + . t, ?781895E-06W2
- .10941b57E-09W3
 + .43359634E-14W4




IM/Descent Oxidizer Negative 2 - Prop Code 26
.12738045E 03 4 . 11928473E-01W - .35104368E-05W2
+ -728995766-09W3 - .53568166E-13W4
Y 0
-54.0
IxX = -.15452588K 00 + .19224920E-02W + .69781895-06W2
.10941657E-09W3 ^ .43359634E-14W4
In = Izz = -.53731441F,..Ol + .21016, 984E-02W - .32606741E-05W2
+ .22014324E-08W3 - .21500729E-12W4
IX/RCS Propellant System B Prop Code 27
W weight of propellant
Weight of fuel (Wf)	 (.333) (W)
Weight of Oxid. (W	 W.;-Wf0
Xf .26506078E 03 + .22614669E OOWf '28328710E-02Wf
2
	









3 + .453055',' )3E-1()Wf 
4
IYYf Izzf = -.55036172E-02 + .16U!- I,1971E-(j2Wf - .85634118E-04Wf 2
+ -17360664E-o5Wf 3 -- .53912640E-08Wf 4









horn -.45468262E-03 + .176482TIL-03w
	4o + -535 9723K-06W0
- .320592876-08W0 3 + .6497'1355E-11wo 
4




8) IXACS Propellant Systems A - Prop Code 28
W = weight of propellant
Weight of fuel (Wf) = (.333) (W)
Weight of Oxid (WO ) = W-Wf
Xf = . 26506078E 03 + .22614,669E OOWf
 - .28328710E-02Wf2
+ .32567607F---04Wf3 - .13088695E-06Wf4
Yf = -44.6
Zf -14.5
Ixx.f _ -.23905386E-03 + .16800093Fr03Wf
 + .11405'11'/E-05Wf2
- .12729901Fe-0711f3 + .45305503E-10Wf4
Iyyf = Izz f = - . 55036172E-02 + .16061971E-02Wf - .85034118E-04wf"-
+ .17360664E-05Wf3
 - . 53912640E-08Wf4
Xo = .25856457E 03 + .13113119E 00 0 - . 8235«399E-03Wo2




 = -.45468262-03 + .17648277E-03 a + .53459723E-06wo2
- .32059287E-08W3  + -64977355E- 14.1W 4
iyyo = Izzo = -.10633841E-01 + .15060411E-02W - -38169558-040 2
+ .39113826E-06W3  - . 28322410E-09 04
9) IM/Ascent Water - Prop Code 29 - Positive Y-Z Coord.
X = .29499693E 03 + .31133195E OOW - .13063032E-01W2
+ .35564257.E-03W3 - .35533792E-05W4
Y = 25.0
.,
Ixx = I4y = Izz =0
1-32
i
c10) IN/Ascent Water - Prop Code 30 - Negative Y-Z Coord.





IXX = Iyy = Izz = 0
11) IN/Descent Water - Prop Code 31








In=Izz -= -.13052020E-02 + .22579240E-03W + .18381940E-05W2
- .11205275F-08W3
1.2.2.5.2 The following are the equations which translate the current liquid
= center of gravity from the lowest to the highest possible position
within the tank (greatest X station).
1) Wt. Ixx
Y	 Iyy	 Not affected, use equations for least X
Z	 Izz
	
station - see paragraphs 3.1 thru 3.11
2) DPS Fuel Tanks	 XTF = 322.48 - Least X Station XF
3) DPS Oxidizer Tanks	 XTO = 322.48 - Least X Station XO
4) APS Fuel Tank	 XTF = 458.0	 - Least X Station XF
5) APS Oxidizer Tank	 XTO = 458.0	 - Least X.Station XO
6) RCS Fuel Tanks	 XZ,F, = 560.75 - Least X. Station XF
..	
7) RCS Oxidizer Tanks	 = 554.16 - Least X Station XOXTO
1-33
8) Ascent Water Tanks XTW = 604.11 - Least X Station XWA
9) Descent Water Tanks XTW = 338.2 - Least X Station X40
1.2.2.5.3
	
If the liquid center of gravity is assumed to be constant and lo-
cated at the center of the particular tank, then the following equa-
tions are used.
1) Wt.	 IxX
Y	 Iyy	 Not affected, use equations for least X
_	 station - see paragraphs 3.1 thru 3.11
Z	 Izz
2) DPS Fuel Tanks XMF	 = 159.3
3) DPS Oxidizer Tanks XMO	 = 159.1
4) APS Fuel Tanks XMF	 = 227.3
5) APS Oxidizer Tanks XMO	 = 22.7.2
6) RCS Fuel Tanks XMF	 = 279.3
7) RCS Oxidizer Tanks NO	 = 275.7
8) Ascent Water Tanks XMW	 = 300 .3
9) Descent Water Tanks XMW	 = 165.8
1.2.2.5.4	 The following equations are to be used for summations of input mass
properties.
1) W1 =	 E Wi
2) X1 = E W Xi W1
3) 71 =	 E Wi Y  W1
4) 71 =	 E Wi Z  Wi
5) I - ! Ei [Wil ( Y2 +
2	 2
Zi) J	 - W1 (Y1 	+ ^l ) `	 463 0 •48 + Ei IXx.




_ 2	 _ 2
) ] - W1 (X1 	+ Z1 )	 - 4632.48 + Ei IYY.
?) I1ZZ = I Fi [Wi
_
(X2 +
_	 _ 2	 _ 2	 1






g) plXy	 = !Ei [Wi Xi Yi J - Wl Xl Yl '	 4632.48 + Ei P l
1	 l
9) PlXZ	 jZi [Wi X3 Ii - W-1 Xl 71 ,	 4632.48 + Ei PXZ i




Change From Apollo to IM Coordinates
The following equations are to be used to change from Apollo coordin-
ates to IX coordinates, where A = -600.
1) . ICE
	= 1422.75 - XA
2) YE	 = YA CosA - ZA Sing
3)























CosA + P Sing
8) P	 =
XZE	 VA	 ^A
P Sing + P Cosa
9) PTIE1/2 ( 1	
7AA 	y A
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1.2.2.6 HELK Formulations
The Helium leakage formulations for computing the rate of leakage are
applicable only during quiescent periods.
Tank volume at any time
1) VH - VNOM[l+ (PH - PA) X EXPAN] 3 + VH1
where VHOM - nominal tank volume, in 
VH1 - volume of helium tank to regulator
PH - helium pressure, psia
VH - volume of helium tank at PH
Helium density (using Akin equation)
6829TSI	 -12) P(lb/ft3)	 2.P	 + BO
where TSI(°R) - GR 1089 or GR 1099 + 459.69
P = PH, psia
s Helium Mass
1/4
	 11 3/4	 11 5/4
BO - 0.305937TSI
	
- 1.845 TSI	 0'822 TSI
 )
	-
3) NH = PVH
1728
Helium Leakage Rate
wH - Average leakage rate in storage sphere during quiescent periods,
lb/sec.
Then,
4a) wH - 0	 If MH(tl) - MH(t2) < ElMH(tl)
Otherwise,
4b) wH - MH(tl) - MH(t2)tl - t2
where MH(tl) - mass in tank at beginning of quiescent period
for each new period
11H(t2) - mass in tank at end of quiescent period
tl - time at beginning of quiescent period
t2 - time at print interval or end of quiescent period
E1 - criterion for discerning leakage for errors and noise.
Value would normally range from 0 to 1 and is card input.
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to 1.2.2.7 Data Processor Options
1) Least Squares Fitting gives a polynomial of the type
n
y = aixi
where N is the degree of the polynomial with an optional first
derivative, both evaluated at the mid-point of the X variable
value limits.
2) Statistical evaluation calculates the estimate of the standard
deviation as follows:












The program has three versions to accomplish the calculations of
pressure integrals (INTEL), the engine thrust levels using both burn
time (FRBT) and pressures (PAI) as basic input data, and thrust levels
from the motion of the LM vehicle (VERY). The input and output for each
version is described in more detail in the next section; therefore only
the basic operation of each version will be discussed following a descrip-
tion of the functions common to all versions. Processing is based on
chronological events.
2.1 GENERAL FUNCTIONS
Initialization, data storage, data identification and event control
functions are similar in most respects throughout all versions.
2.1.1 Initialization
Reading of the user's input data deck and a subsequent output report
of the input data is accomplished in the main program. Then the first
five records of the APB input data tape are read; and the subsequent
correlation of the input data from the user and the tape is used in an
allocation of storage buffers for the tape input. The allocation is based
on the sample rates of the user-selected raw data from the APB tape(s)
and the size of the total program data storage area.
2.1.2 Data Storage
The data storage process includes reading APB input data tape
records and storing only the user-desired data. This is accomplished
by reading single records into alternate input buffers and transferring desired
data into the appropriate storage buffer. During the processing of the
input record, data end and/or tape end conditions are detected to effect
appropriate final processing or additional tape mounting. During the trans-
fer of data, special consideration is given to time data. The actual
time of each measurement sample is computed and stored in a parallel time
buffer when the data is stored in its data buffer location. After dis-
carding non-specified data, a differentiation between bilevel and non-
bilevel measurement data is made, because the storage of bilevel data
2-1
2.1.3 Data Identification
To identify the data to be used in the processing of a particular
engineering function, a single routine is used to search the currently
stored data within the appropriate data buffer and to determine the
first and last location of applicable data according to the time span of
the calculation. Although results continue to be accumulated, completion
of the calculations based on time spans which extend beyond currently
stored data are automatically suspended until sufficient data is stored.
2.1.4 Event Control
The bilevel measurements which indicate the on or off condition
of the controlling solenoid drivers, which transmit firing commands, indicate
RCS, APS, and DPS events. The storage of a set of bilevel data into
its buffer includes storing an associated time xh ich is used to control
the processing of events chronologically. As es.ch set of b ilevels is
examined for change, time is advanced to that value stored at the instant
of observation. A search of a set of bilevels to determine which are
on and which are off is termed a horizontal search. A search of a parti-
cular bilevel measurement to determine its next change (either on or off)
is termed a vertical search. The time associated with an event found in
a vertical search is not used to control sequential processing; it is used
only for event duration purposes. Event control of some calculations
is done only by a user determined time span. In the discussion of each
version, a functional flow chart indicates the event control for each
major engineering calculation.
2.2 INTEGRATOR VERSION
Using a horizontal search, event changes are recorded within a
user specified time span framework to accumulate duty cycle data and to
calculate the duty cycle for each time span. Whenever an engine is turned
off, a vertical search is necessary to determine if there has been
normal pressure tail-off before the next firing command. The data




2.2.1 ISPALM Integrator Version
Mnemonics in parenthesis
are card input variables
(CN) related to adjacent








Based on an arbitrary
user input time span
(TDELCA)
Ck	 Based on spans oftime covering the
interval between
each thruster










THE ON TIME	 (KPIO)















2.2.2 Description of Namelist (CN) input used only for the integrator:
Variables: KPC, KPIF, KPIO
The same pressure measurement channels are shared by several
engines. These arrays give the correspondence between each engine
number and the shared measurement channels for chamber pressure, fuel
manifold pressure, and oxidizer manifold pressure.
EXWLE:
Ermine No.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KPC(I)	 1 1 2 3 4 4 2 5 6 6 7 5 8 8 7 3
KPIO (I) 	 12 11 12 11 11 12 12 11 12 11 11 12 11 12 11 12
KPIF(I)	 10 9 10 9 9 10 10 9 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 10
Bilevels in order: GR1418, GR1419, --20, --21, ••••, --32, GR1433
Non-Bilevels in order: GR5031, GR5033, GR5046, GR5035, GR5042, GR5039,
GR5041, GR5043, GR2201, GR2202, GR3201, GR3202
E.G., integrate GR 5042 to get PCI for engines 8 and 12.
Variables: DTAIL	
e
The integrator integrates the defined pressures over a time span
defined by the electrical "on" command and the electrical 'off" plus DTAIL.
If next on overlaps preceding data, the integral of the first firing is
terminated at the start of the second firing.
PCI - Area under
Pc Curve from

















are card input variables (CN)
	
GET	 related to adjacent portion
	













































2.4 ISPALM VEDY VERSION
Mnemonics in parentheses
GET are card input variables	 _-
CARD (CN) related to adJacent









Based on an VE FIT (IT41)
arbitrary user input VARIABLES USED (IT42).









Based on a time span ITR AT LEAST ONTHRUSTER ON
covering interval
between a thruster FIND CHANGE
configuration with IN FIRING
at least one thruster CONFIGURATION Note:
on and a change in














3. INPUT AND OUTPUT PROCEDURES
Detailed input requirements for each functional category are shown in
section 3.1, "INPUT/OUTPUT Information For Loch Functional Category." The
explanation of the TAPE/L.ARD DECK SETUP REQUIREMENTS codes are found in
section 3.3, "Tape and Input Card Descriptions."
Section 3.2, "Input/Output Correlation," contains a general user-oriented
explanation of the data processor control information.
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(Note: These values are general and not a
specific match to any standard input/output of
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3.2 INPUT/OUTPUT CORRELATION
Thero ram input media are punch card and magnetic tape. The outputP g	 P	 P	 B	 P	 P
media are magnetic tape and printout. These formats are described urger.
Section 3.3.
Input and output at the program interface and between engineering
functions are categorica'ly described as a data processor. After familiari-
zation with the information in Sections 2 and 3, this section gives the
information and procedures required to set up the program control data to
exercise the input/output options.
3.2.1 INPUT
The card data input is explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. The Data
Processor (DP) control data (referenced in Sections 2.1 and 3.1) and the acquisi-
tion of all data from the raw data input tape (TR) are described in the
following examples.
3.2.1.1 Instructions and Sample for Extracting Data from the Raw Data
Input Tape (TR-APB Format)
C'	 Instructions
1. Determine BCD measurement ID's
required for raw $DATAIN input
Sample
GR5501, GR5502, GR5503 9 SR7653 0 BL1783, BL1783,
SR7654, SR7655, SR7656 9 GS5105 9 GR5501, GR5501
tape (TR) for each functional
category requested and for those
requiring span statistics.
2. From above, select all non-bilevel
BCD measurement ID's to be used
from input tape (omitting
duplicates).
3. The measurement ID's in the input
list 2. above are referenced by
integer numbers determined from the
user input sequence. The only
rule of ordering requires the
measurement ID's requested forIr span statistical calculations to
be grouped together.
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Instructions (cont.)	 Sample (cont.) 	 _¢
4. Generate the ISS1(I) array by
combining the integer numbers of
all measurements required for
each of the functional categories
requested in groups by category.
5. Generate integer value of the
start and stop origins of each
category from the ISS1 array
subscription.
6. Generate the ISS2(I) array which
corresponds one to one with the
ISS1(I) array defining the decimal
origin in the engineering common
where the BCD measurement results
should be stored. These decimal
origins come from Section 3.1
NOTE 1.Steps 5 and 6 may be omitted
in a run to create only span
statistical results.
NOTE 2.If the derivative of any mea-
surements in the grouping
between IT31-IT32 is desired,
the corresponding ISS2 values
must be negative. The
derivate is stored in the next
consecutive common location.









IT31 - 4	 cf name list 3.3.1.1
IT 32 - 7
IT41 - 1
IT42 - 3
ISS2(I) _ -751 9 -763 9 -801 9 1535,
1547, 1568 9 1589
(Note: These decimal origin values do not
match any specific set in Section 3.1)
Qffw
NSTPS - 4 Span statistics would be
NSTSP - 8 computed on the last 5
measurements in the list
in step 3.
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3	 3.2.1.2 Bilevel Measurement Description
The bilevel BCD measurements are input on the same card format (CM)
as the non-bilevels. See deck set up in Section 5 for the relative order
of all card input. JIC and NMSM in the namelist (CM) input defines the
number of BCD measurements in the bilevel and non-bilevel title card (CM)
measurement ID section.
The first 16 bilevels selected must be the thruster switches (thruster
solenoid drivers) in the order shown in Figure 1. The 17th and 18th bilevels
selected must be the APS and DPS fire switches.
3.2.1.3 Namelist Input Not Related Specifically to Any Option
The following variables are defined in Section 3.3.1.1.2, but some are
disenssed further here for clarification.
AB(I) - This dimensional variable is equivalent to the
engineering data common block. Therefore, any variable
in the block may be initialized by the user and that variable
will retain the input value until a new value is computed or
brought in from the APB tape input and filtering logic. This
capability is especially valuable when a telemetered measure-
ment is desired, but was not included on the input APB tape.
To obtain the proper subscript for AB, refer to Section 3.1.1.
FNOM - The program uses these values as raw data filter input until
the corresponding measurement appears from the APB tape.
These values cannot be substituted for a desired measurement
which has no BCD identifier or data values on the tape; to
accomplish this, the user must use the AB array explained
above.
TDELCA - The value of TDELCA must be at least as large as the period
of the measurement having the lowest sample rate selected
for span calculations. The following variables need no
further explanation here:




The first output report is the input data contained in the $DATAIN
namelist array, the measurement identification data, and the mass properties
data. Next are any output report templates which were input by the
user output report co-relation. The correspondence between templates and the
output report is made by matching the template and the report identifier.
After the match is accomplished the variable headings input by the user will
correspond on a one-for-one basis with the output report variables by position.
An example of the output report is shown in Section 4, Sample Case.
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3.3 TAPE AND INPUT CARD DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes the tape and input card formats and their
respective cross reference codes.
3.3.1 CARD INPUT DESCRIPTIONS
Input card data contained in the data deck is sequenced as shown in
Figure 5-1. A discussion of each format follows in the order in which it
appears in the data deck. Yor cross referencing with other description&,
the following codes have been used to indicate under which format a variable
will be input:
CN - Namelist and Datain
CM - Measurement Identification
CMP - Mass Properties
CO - Output Templates
All card input information is output with the calculated information.
3.3.1.1 Namelist
3.3.1.1.1 Formats
The general format for the Namelist card input is as follows:
Header Card Format: $DATAIN (cc 2-8)
Data Card Format:
Card Column 1 must be blank.
Data name=s are followed by a subscript designation (parenthesis
indicates where applicable), an equal sign, one or more numbers
in the designated I, F, or E format, each followed by a coma.
Example: FNAME(1) - XXX.X, YY.YY, ZZZ.ZZ, s=Wle indicates that
FNAME is an array of at least three members and tome first three
members are assigned the above values.






ACCLMT g F or E Limiting load factor.	 Consumables will
be centered in tank if A= is less than
this value.	 Used in VEDY.
ACCX g F or E Linear acceleration along the X-axis. 	 Used
in VEDY.
ACCY g F or E Linear acceleration along the Y-axis. 	 Used
in VEDY.
ACCZ g F or E Linear acceleration along the Z-axis. 	 Used
in MY.
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IMnemonic Units Format Description
AT(I) in F or E Throat area.	 Used in PA1.	 liIs16
B1AS(I) sec F or E Time bias used in computing linear acceler-
ations.	 Used in VEDY routines.
	 15153 (PIPA DATA)
CD(I) F or E CD(1) - CD(10) = Coefficients to compute
total impulse.	 CD(11) - CD(20) = Coefficients
to compute specific impulse.
	 CD(21) -
CD(30) = coefficients to compute mixture
ratio.	 Used in FRBT.	 Need not be specified
unless changes are necessary.
CF(I) F or E Average thrust coefficient.
	 Used in PA1.
14-IS16
CON (1) F or E Array of co-astants.
	 Used in PVT.	 Need
not be specified unless changes are
necessary.	 130
DELTIM sec F or E Minimum time of firing combination.
	 Used
in VERY.
DFDENS(I) lb/in3 F or E Bias correction to density equations for
fuel.	 Used in PVT.	 1<I<_3
DODENS(I) lb/in3 F or E Bias correction to density equations for
oxidizer.
	 Used in PVT.	 1<_I^s3
DTAIL sec F or E Delta time between s pan start and stop
 time.
DTMINF sec F cr E Least firing width for non-noise data.
EP psia F or E Propellant leakage criterion for errors and
noise.	 Used in HELK.
EXPAN(I) 1/psi F or E Lank expansion factor.	 Used in PVT. 1`I:3
El psia F or E Helium leakage criterion for errors and
noise.	 Used in HELK.
FH(I) I Engineering common subscripts of variables
output from HELK and statistical results
on program computed variables to be written
on history tape.	 See Engineering Variable
Origin Cross Reference, Table	 2.	 1`-I`400
FNOM(I) Variable F or E Array of nominal valu--s for all non-bilevel
measurements selected in the order in which
titles are input. 	 1`-I5255
FPH(I) I Engineering common subscripts of variables
computed in FRBT and PA1 to be written on
history tape.	 See Engineering Variable
Origin Cross Reference, Table	 2. 14400
ICALAN(I) I Array of engineering common decimal origins
of each of the program calculated variables
on which statistical calculations are to
be made.	 There will be as many entries as
designated by NUCAL.	 15I-<20
IFH - I Total number of engineering common subscripts
in the FPH array.
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Mnemonics Units Format Description
IFPH I Total number of engineering common sub-
scripts in the FPH array.
IFM I Tape unit designation for the integrator
tape.
IHELK I Flag - 0, do not perform helium leakage checks.
>0, perform helium leakage checks.
ISH I Total number of engineering common subscripts
in the SH array.
ISS1(I) I Integer position of selected APB non-bilevel
measurements.	 1sI4120
ISS2(I) I Engineering common decimal origins designating
the location of the filtered measurement.
1_<I_<120.	 Referenced in the ISS1 array.
IT11 Reserved for future use.
IT12 Reserved for future use.
IT21 I Start index in the ISS1 array for PA1 and
FRBT variables.
IT22 I Final index in the ISS1 array for PA1 and
FRBT variables.
IT31 I Same as IT22, IT22 but for VEDY
IT32 I variables
IT41 I Same as IT21, IT22 but for PVT and 	 mass
IT42 I properties (SPAN) variables.
IVDH I Total number of engineering common sub-
scripts in VDH array.
IWTS I Tape unit assignment for the mass properties
tape.
JIC I Total number of bilevels selected.
KF(I) lb F or E Fuel conductance.	 Used in PA1.	 1<-T:5161
psi2-sec
KO(I) lb F or E Oxidizer conductance.	 Used in PA1.	 15IS161
2psi -sec
KPC(I) I Raw data subscript for PCI. 	 Used in
integrator.	 1ILS16
KPIF(I) I Raw data subscript for P TFI.	 Used in
integrator.	 111516
KPIO(I) I Raw data subscript for PIOI. Used in
integrator.	 1!I-`16
Am
M I Desired degree of fit.	 Used in LQF.	 15M55
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Mnemonics Units Format Description
MR1(I) F or E Mixture ratio of propellant expended. 	 Used
in PVT.	 1*Is3
MR2(I) F or E Expected mixture ratio of remainder of flight.
Used in PVT.	 1SID
NMSM I Total number of measurements (non-bile ­rel)
selected.
NOTIN I Number of APB input tapes. 	 Specify if
greater than one.
NSTPS I Start index in the ISS1 array for statisti-
cal span calculations.
NSTPSP I Final index in the ISSI.array for statisti-
cal span calcuations.
NUCAL I Number of different program computed vari-
ables on which statistical calculations
are to be made.
O416*NUCAL + (NSTPSP - NSTPS + 1).!<- 110
PA(I) psia F or E Ambient pressure.	 Used in PVT.	 1:I-<3
PCI(I) psia-sec F or E Chamber pressure.	 Used in PAL	 i-^L<16
PF(I) psia F or E Fuel manifold pressure.	 Used in PVT.
1:^I53
PFI(I) psia F or E Initial fuel manifold pressure. 	 Used
in PVT.	 1SIi3 4-
PH(I) psia F or E Helium storage bottle pressure.	 Used in PVT.
1SI: 3
PHI(I) psia F or E Initial helium storage bottle pressure.
Used in PVT.	 1:SI:3
PIFI(I) psia-sec F or E Fuel inlet pressure.	 Used in PA1.	 1:^I:16
PIOI(I) psia-sec F or E Oxidizer inlet pressure.	 Used in PAL
LI <_7.6
PO psia F or E Oxidizer manifold pressure. 	 Used in PVT.
1SIS3
POI(I) psia F or E Initial oxidizer manifold pressure. 	 Used
in PVT.	 1SIS3
SFE(I) F or E Scale factor used in computing linear
accelerations for VEDY.
	 1:I!3 ()?IPA DATA)
SH(I) I Engineering common subscripts of variables
computed for span calculations to be
written on history tape.
	 See Engineering
Common Origia: cross reference, Table
1 !1 _<100
SIGI psia F or E Regulator failure criteria (lower limit).
Used in HELK.


































Start time in input LGC data tape.
Stop time on input LGC data tape.
Output flag controlling duty cycle output
being written in the output report and/or
on the historical tape.
Value Meaning
1	 Write historical tape only
2	 Write output report only
3	 Write both
Same as TAGO but for span calculation
variables.
Same as TAGO but for VEDY output.
Same as TAGO but for PA1 and FRBT output.
Same as TAGO but for HELK output and
statistics on program computed variables.
Initial thrust values - ground test data.
Used in VEDY. 1-<ISl6
Size of time span used in span calcuations
Fuel temperature. Used in PVT or PA1.
1<-I-<3
Initial fuel temperature. Used in PVT.
1-<I<-3
Start time of APB tape processing. Processing
starts at beginning of tape if not specified.
Stop time of APB tape processing. Must be
specifit--j if TIMST is specified.
Helium storage bottle temperature. Used
in PVT. 1-<I:3
Initial helium storage bottle temperature.
Used in PVT. 1SI-<3
Beginning of period for which the check
for helium leakage is made.
End of period for which the check for
helium leakage is made.
Tape unit for AP assignment input tape.
Engineering common subscripts of variables
computed for VEDY to be written on history
tape. See Engineering Common Origin Cross
Reference, Table 2. 15IS1GO
Volume of fuel system. Used in PVT.
15I53





















Volume of helium line from tank to regulator.
Used in PVT. 1<-I^3
Nominal volume of helium tank. Used in
PVT. 11I<3
Oxidizer system volume. Used in PVT
1<_I<3
Volume of trapped oxidizer. Used in PVT.
1sI<3
Weight of fuel tanked. Used in PVT. 11I13
Weight of oxidizer tanked. Used in PVT.
11JS3
X-axis  accelerometer location. Used in VERY.
Correction for total impulse. Used in FRBT.
1SI S16
Correction for specific impulse. Used in
FRBT. 1SI S16
X-location of P-axis jets. Used in VEDY.
X-axis tank location. Used in VEDY. 151516
Y-axis accelerometer location. Used in VERY.
Y-axis lateral location of all jets. Used
in VEDY. 1_<I_516
Y-axis tank location. Used in VERY. l± S16
Z-axis accelerometer location. Used in VEDY.
1AIS16
Z-axis lateral location of all jets. Used
in VEDY. 1SIS16
Z-axis tank locations. Used in VEDY.
1<I<16
Mnemonics Units	 Format
VHL(I)	 in3	 F or E
VNOM(I)	 in3	 F or E
VO (I)	 in3	 F or E
VOTR ( I)	 id	 F or E
WFTA(I)
	 lbs	 F or E
WOTA(I)	 lbs	 F or E







XP	 in	 F or E
XT(I)	 in	 F or E
YA	 in	 F or E
YJ(I)	 in	 F or E
YT(I)	 in	 F or E
ZA	 in	 F or E
ZJ (I)	 in	 ForE
ZT(I)	 in	 F or E
3.3.1.2 Measurement Identification
The card format, 10(A6, 2X), is the same for both the non -bilevel
and the bilevel measurements. With this format the user must put ten items
per card with only the last card having all blanks to the right of the last
input value. Each measurement identification consists of the first six alpha-
numeric characters in the total identification as indicated in the engineering
formulation descriptions. The first character of each measurement appears in





The non-bilevel group must contain the number of measurements as
specified by NMSM contained in $DATAIN namelist; and the group must pre-
cede the bilevel group. The number of bilevel measurements must correspond
to JIC in the $DATAIN namelist.
3.3.1.3 Mass Properties
A separate card is input for each identifiable, non-expendable item,
as follows:
Item	 Unit	 Format	 Card Column	 Description
Sequencing	 Up to ten alpha-
information	 A	 1-10	 numeric characters
for user's identi-
fication purposes
Weight lb F8 . 2 11-18 If the input weight
is negative, the signs
of the moment and
product of inertia data
will be reversed
XCG in F7.2 19-25 Projection of CG on
X axis
YCG in F5.2 26-30 Projection of CG on
Y axis
ZCG in F5.2 31-35 Projection of CG on
Z axis
X moment lb-in F8.2 36-43 Moment of inertia
sec2 about the X axis
Y moment lb-in F8.2 44-51 Moment of inertia
2 about the Y axis
sec
Z moment lb-in F8.2 52-59 Moment of inertia
sec2 about the Z axis
XY product lb-in F7.2 60-66 Product of inertia
2 in the XY plane
sec
XZ product lb-in F7.2 67-73 Product of inertia
in the XZ plane
sec
YZ product lb-in F7.2 74-80 Product of inertia





These templates are required input whenever an output report option is
requested by inputting the variables, TAG1...2 9 ...3, or ...4 greater than







1	 I1	 Tag variable suffix,
i.e., for TAG3, put a
3 in card column 1
5-10 A6 Six alphanumeric char-
acters to identify the





Output Variable Title	 1-12	 2A6
3.3.2 FILES REQUIRED
One for each output
variable in the order
specified in the $DATAIN
namelist arrays, SH, FPH,
VDH, FH, which correspond





In addition to the normal I/0, system, and utility files, this program
will require a minimum of one input tape and four optional files, including
one or two additional input tapes. Following the description of the contents
and format of each file is a discussion of the assignment of logical unit
numbers used within the program. For correlation with other descriptions,
the following symbols have been used when referencing data to a particular
tape:
TR - APB data tape (raw data input)
TI - Integrator tape (output from INTEG version ; input to
the PAI/MT version)
TH - Historical tape (output by user option)
TL - LGC (LEM Guidance Computer) Tape (*optional input to
the VEDY version)
* Not needed for firings less than 2 seconds. Required for firings of 2 seconds or
greater.
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1. Identifier (consisting of six alphanumeric characters),
which corresponds to a particular set of data being
written (see TAGO, TAG1, TAG2, TAG3, and TAG4 in the





TAG 3 - FRBTPA
TAG4 - HELSTA
2. Integer number giving the total number of data values
to be written in the record (see ISH, IVDH, IFPH, and
IFH in $DATAIN description). Duty cycle (DCYCLE) will
always have 48 values.
3. Up to 100 data values found in the engineering common
block (see SH, VDH, FPH, FH in $DATAIN description).
For example: Each record will contain seven items if the user has
entered the following values In the namelist $DATAIN:
T_ C-1 - 1
TAG2 = 2
TAG 3 = 2
1C	 TAG4 - 2ISH = 5
SH	 = 1, 17, 29, 30, 31
The record will have 'SPAN, 5, five data words' in binary format.
3.3.2.1 File Description and Formats
The required input tape is the APB Input Data Tape described in
Appendix A. One of the optional input tapes required for vehicle dynamics
analysis is the LGC Downlink Input Data Tape described in Appendix B. These
tapes are normally provided by the user from flight data in the specified
formats described in the appendices. General Specifications of the Historical
Tape which is an output of the program is found in Appendix C.
The remainder of the file descriptions plus additional specific infor-
mation on the generation of the Historical tape follow.
3.3.2.1.1 Integrator Data
The second optional input tape contains the data file with the reduced raw
data of the fuel, oxidizer, and chamber pressures needed for the engine
thrust calculations based on pressure data. Consequently, the integrator
data file, which is generated by the INTEG version, must be saved as a tape
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values are present by the program:
.,
if the complete analysis is needed but not completed in a single run. In
normal circumstances, it would be advisable to save the integrator data file
whenever it is generated to reduce the necessity of rerunning the INTEG^
version in the future. All records have the same 49 binary work format and
consist of the following stream of values:
1. Time of measurement	 (PCTIME)
2. For each of sixteen engines, groups of three values
a. Chamber pressure	 (PCI(I))
b. Oxidizer inlet pressure	 (PIOI(I))
c. Fuel inlet pressure
	 (PIFI(I))
3.3.2.1.2 Historical Tape
The format of the historical tape is discussed in Appendix C. The
information header record is the same as the flight information header
record on the APB input data tape. The program internally computes the
number of template records; and, thereafter, each record contains an
indicator of the total number of words less two in the second word. The
template records and the data records are similar to the corresponding
output report records which may be seen in the sample output found in
section 4. The integer identifier in the template lable group corresponds
to the decimal origin of variables in the Engineering Variable Origin
Cross Reference Table 2.
3.3.2.1.3 Mass Properties Scratch File
This file is generated as a single, unformatted thirteen word record
during execution of the Mass Properties Subroutine for later use in vehicle dynamics
calculations. It is, therefore, necessary for both options; but, since the tape
is rewound after each cycle of calculations, saving it as an output tape is
impossible inasmuch as only the last set of the mass properties is available.
3.3.2.2 File Assignment
Changing tape units assignments requires some knowledge of 1108
file assignment procedures. The logical unit referred to in the FORTRAN
statements within the program must be properly correlated with the V ASG
cards and the run request to execute properly. Although the user may change
the logical units, if required, within the $DATAIN, the following nominal
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Mnemonic Nominal ASG
File in $DATAIN Assijgnment Designation
1. APB DATA UNIT 14 L
2. INTEGRATOR DATA IFM 15 M
3. LGC DATA LGCTAP 16 N
4. HISTORY HTAPE 10 H
5. Mass Properties IWTS 11 I
The appearance of the letter designation by itself c^& an assign card means
the unit will be physically located on a FASTRAN unit, which is unavailable
for actual tape manipulations. If the letter is followed by an equal sign
and not more than six alphanumeric characters, an instruction to the machine
operator is generated to the effect that he should mount said tape. The
alphnumeric characters must be the tape number for input tapes, and some
identifier also used on the tape save label for output tapes to be saved.
In the control cards of the deck setup in Figure 5-1, the use of assign
cards is illustrated. The dotted card(s) may be omitted if the history,
integrator, and/or LGC data tapes are not input or saved. The absence of an
assignment for the mass properties tape, I, means that the file will be
physically assigned to the drum.
Great care must be exercised if any of the nominal tape unit assign-
meets are to be changed. First of all, the general restriction: 8 < tape
unit assignment < 26 except 17. Second, no assignment should be duplicated
for use by another tape. Third, care must be exercised because of the multiple
reel capability in processing data tapes. Because of the limited number of
tape drives available to a program, all APB tapes would be handled by no more
than two tape drives. The program will alternate between two tape drives
according to the following formula, UNIT - 27 - UNIT. Since ISPALM initializes
UNIT to 14, the value of UNIT would alternate between 14 and 13 according to
the preceeding formula. The alternate for the input value of UNIT must be
considered in the tape assignment plan; primary and alternate values of UNIT
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The sample case is taken from the LM-1 flight. It is a five second
period starting at 22922.5 seconds which occurred on the fifth revolution
over Antigua. This particular period was selected because there were three
RCS on engine configurations of sufficient duration, .2 seconds, to get
vehicle dynamics answers. Separate runs were made on the integrator and
PAl/FRBT versions to indicate answers for the comparable period. The input
data deck listings are followed by the output listings.
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4.1 DECK LISTINGS




The actual data deck begins with the card image '$DATAIN'; the first
card image was added for identification purposes. The template data for each
version is a sample of what might be requested. The user is cautioned to
specify time in at least one of the templates, preferably all of them, to aid
in correlation of data.
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4.2 OUTPUT LISTINGS
The output lirsitings are presented in the same order as the input data
decks. Each begins with a listing of the input data under namelist '$DATAIN'
and ends with the statement 'PROCESSING IS COMPLETE'.
The second listing which is from the integrator run has special messages
to the effect that short firings were encountered. These were not processed
inasmuch as the electrical on time was less than .01 second.
The third listing from the PAl/FRBT has a machine diagoni- ^_c pertaining
to the occurrence of an attempt to take the square root of a negative number.
This happened due to an engine burn analysis when the burn time was less than
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5. PRODUCTION COORDINATION INFORMATION
5.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The program is in the UNIVAC FORTRAN V language and includes NTRAN
capabilities. There are no assembler language routines. The current
version(s) will operate under the control of the UNIVAC SGS EXEC II system.
There are no special hardware features necessary.
5.2 DECK CONFIGURATION
The control deck configuration is as shown in Figure 5-1. A description of
the Input Data Deck Formats is found in paragraph 3.3.1.
5.3 TAPE DRIVES
The required tape drives are dependent on the options and assignments
made by the user. The Program Complex File (PCF) and APB data tapes are
input tapes for every run. The utility file for transfer of mass properties
data during use of the VEDY version is normally assigned to drum. The inte-
grator file and the history files may be assigned to tape drives, fastran
units or drum at the user's discretion as described in paragraph 3.3.2.2.
5.4 PRINT AND TIME ESTIMATES
Experience to date indicates that execution time estimates depend not
only on the version being run, but also the segment of the APB tape being
processed. It takes approximately five minutes to examine an entire tape of
2000 or more data records of 960 words each. Added to the tape search time
should be two minutes for operations to mount tapes and a four-to-one ratio
of execution time to processed data (real) time. Inasmuch as each APB data
tape has varying densities of bandpassed edited data, a short run on each group
should be attempted to establish execution to real time.
Print line estimates may be determined approximately by summing the print
options times their output intervals times their number of variables divided
by five plus 1000 lines for control and input data output reports. Pages of
output may be approximated by dividing the above result by 25.
5.5 DIAGNOSTICS AND TROUBLESHOOTING
There are several messages at the end of an incomplcte output report which
indicate trouble with the data input. The normal clerical input errors usually
5-1
due to cards being out of place or incorrectly punched data will cause a
message to the effect that illegal characters or bad format was encountered
to appear. More detailed information concerning these and other input error
messages may be found in the UNIVAC FV manual.
5.6 PROGRAM CREATED MESSAGES AND EXPLANATION
II
	 1) DPS OR APS IS REPORTED ON
If the DPS or APS is on, the program will report this situation by the
above comment along with the boundary times of the firing configuration under
consideration for vehicle dynamics.
2) COME MEASUREMENTS NOT FOUND
If some of the measurements (bilevel or non-bilevel) requested from the
APB tape are not found on the tape, the program stops with no output other
than the above comment with the array of all measurements on the tape and
the user's set of bilevel and non-bilevel arrays.
3) NO UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS
If the program least square fit formulation has insufficient data to 	 9:1
return a filtered output, the above comment is given and the program will skip
that portion of the program which depends on a filtered value and continue.
4) OXIDIZER REGULATOR FAILURE IN SYSTEM --- IN TIME RANGE ---.
	 1
OXIDIZER LEAKAGE RATE OF --- IN SYSTEM --- IN TIME RANGE ---.
FUEL REGULATOR FAILURE IN SYSTEM --- IN TIME RANGE ---.
FUEL LEAKAGE RATE OF --- IN SYSTEM --- IN TIME RANGE ---.
The four above self-explanatory comments are the possible statements
for the helium leakage subroutine.
5) THE BEGINNING TIME --- IS LESS THAN THE TAPE STARTING TIME
THE END TIME --- IS GREATER THAN THE TAPE END TIME ---.
One of the comments above is given if the LGC tape time limits do not
match the burn analysis time limits.
6) SWITCH SETTING FOR LGC DATA COLLECTION CHANGED DURING PROCESSING.
This message indicates that the LGC downlink data list has changed to
a mode not suitable for RCS evaluation usage. Program sets accelerations
to zero at this time.
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7) MEASUREMENT --- IS BAD AT TIME ---.
This comment accompanies the message, NO UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS, and
identifies the message involved.
8) BAD RECORD ON INPUT TAPE, IGNORE, ATTEMPT TO CONTINUE.
FINAL TIME ON INPUT TAPE ---.
END OF TAPE RECORD ENCOUNTERED ON INPUT TAPE.
The above comments refer to the APB input data tape.
9) TIME - -20000 • ENCOUNTERED ON INPUT TAPE.
Appears when the end-of-tape flag (-20000) is read on the APB tape.
10) PROCESSING IS COMPLETE
This indicates that the problem was completed as specified by the input data.
5.7 LIBRARY SUBROUTINES
The library subroutines referenced are as follows:
SIN(X) Used to find the trigonometric sine X, where X is
in radians.
COS(X) Used to find the trigonometric cosine of X, where
X is in radians.
MOD(I, J) Used to find the remainder of a fixed point divi-
sion: I/J.
SQRT(X) Used to find the square root of X.
EXP(X) Used to raise a to the X power.
E
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Record No. 1 - Binary (8 words)
Word No. Contents
1	 Number of measurements on this tape
2	 Number of words in record No. 2
3	 Number of words in record No. 3
4	 Number of words in record No. 4
5	 Number of words in record No. 5
6	 Number of words in records No. 6 through last
7-8	 Reserved for future use
Record No. 2 - BCD
Information consisting of 96 characters including blanks
which are contained in sixteen, six character, BCD words.
Record No. 3 - BCD
The loadinZ numbers of up to 254 measurements which appear
in a continuous stream of 6 character BCD words. Each
loading number consists of 8 BCD characters; therefore,
the length of the record depends on the number of measure-
ments. If the number of characters for all the measure-
ments is not mdulo 24, the remaining characters of the
last word are filled with blanks.
Record No. 4 - BCD
This record is exactly like No. J. except the characters
pertain to measurement numbers.
A-1
Record No. 5 - Binary
Word No. Contents
1 Index word corresponding to the first loading
number in record No. 3 and the first measure-
ment ID in record number 4.
2	 Delta time in seconds corresponding to the in-
dex word in word number 1.
3	 Sample rate in samples/second corresponding
to the index word in word number 1.
4	 Index word corresponding to the second load-
ing number in record number 3 and the second 	 ys
measurement ID in record number 4.
5	 Delta time in seconds corresponding to the
index word in word number 4.
6	 Sample rate in samples/second corresponding
to the index word in word number 4.
n-2	 Index word corresponding to the last loading
number in record number 3 and the last measure-
meet ID in record number 4.
i
A-2
n-1	 Delta time in seconds corresponding to the in-
dex *,,,rd in word number n-2.
n	 Sample rate in samples/second corresponding
to the index word in word number n.
Record length will normally be three times the number of
measurements being processed. Each index word in the
above record will be a fixed point quantity. Delta times
and sample rates will be floating point quantities.
Record No. 6 - Last
Binary records as follows:
Word No. Contents
1	 Index Word
(a) Bits 1-4 Unused
(b) Bits 5-12 Index for data in word 2
(c) Bits 13-20 Index for data in word 3
(d) Bits 21-28 Index for data in word 4





6	 Index word (same as described for word number
1 except the indexes apply to data in words 7,
laft













Index word (same as described for word numbers
1 and 6 except the indexes apply to words n-3,









Note: In records 6-last as described above, all index words
will be fixed point and all data words will be floating point.
Bit number 1 of each index word is the most significant (left
most) bit of the word. A time word equal to -2VTn.0 indicates




LM Downlink Tape Format
This appendix contains Table B-1, which presents the LM-1 Downlink Tape
format. This tape is generated by the LGC computer program using a Phase I
tape as input. As shown in Table B-1, the Downlink Tape has 200 elements.
The nomenclature identifies the element data content and the reference word
gives the downlink list word number. The LGC output channel, either 34 or 35
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This tape is generated by the Integrated System Performance Analysis
Program on the UNIVAC 1108 under EXEC II. It has two header records fol-
lowed by a specified number of template records and a variable number of
data records. The last data record is followed by a special terminal
record in the same format as hhe data record. All records are written
using Fortran unformated, binary write statements and consist of 36 bit
words from a mixed mode source. An explanation of each type of record
follows.
Two Header Records:
Number 1. Sixteen words which are the 96 alphanumeric characters of
the tape identification.
Number 2. One integer word indicating the number of template records
that follow.
Template Record:
Each record has a template identifier, a label count, and a correspond-C ing number of labels.
Word No 1. Six alphanumeric characters which are the template identi-
fier. The tape terminal identifier, 'THEEND', is the only combination of
alphanumeric characters which may not be used.
Word No 2. An integer indicating the number of labels which follow in
the template.
Label. Each label has a three word group as follows:
Words 1 and 2. Twelve alphanumeric characters which identify a
variable in the corresponding position in data records having the matching
template identifier.
Word 3. A corresponding integer value identifier.
Data Record:
Each record has its identifier, a data value count, and a correspond-
ing number of data values.
Word No 1. Six alphanumeric characters that match the correspondingIr template identifier which will be used to identify the data values contain-
ed in the data record.
Cl
Word No 2. The number (N) of data values which follow.
Word No 3 (N+2). The data values.
Terminal Record.
This record has the same format as the data records. Its identifier
is the six letters 'THEEND'; the remaining words in the record are dummy
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